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Rilke: e Gazelle

Enchantment’s creature: a phrase that may capture
Something of the wild animal you are,

But where’s the rhyme that’s close enough
To invoke your presence without scaring off

Its delicate spirit of pure wonder?
How did a lyre unfurl from your antlers,

Like curving leaves from climbing vines?
So quietly you glide so lovely inside

e rhythms of poems no similes hold
As you enter the stillness of moving lines.

But once the book is set down, and the reader
Closes his eyelids, there you are

Behind them, peering through pink rose petals;
Your slender shins as bracing as ri es

About to go off. Now the reader will cock
His dreaming ear and crane his neck,

As if some outlandish leap of the mind
Left him deep in the forest of ancient legend,

And there the reader glimpses a girl
Bathing in a lake. But is it her face

at startles when dry leaves rustle? Or the surface
Of the pool, re ecting the spotless gazelle?



Sappho: Fragment

Crave the freshness of that scent
When the Muse is so close her breasts

Are open blossoms,

And no matter how many years it takes you
To master the difficult chords

Of the tortoise shell,

Learning to play those melodies clearly
Will keep your promise in tune

With her lovely gift.

Like you I was slender and dark as a lyre;
en Time plucked a string
And my hair was silver.

Once the weight on my heart would lift
When the sun came up. Now the morning

Light makes it heavier,

And my legs are so weak it’s an effort to stand—
ough in my day I could dance
Like a leaping fawn.

Now it’s the climax of growing old
at makes me shudder and groan.
But what can you do?

We’re only human. We can’t live forever,
e way the gods do. And if we could,
Who can forget

e myth of Tithonus, a young man so gorgeous
A goddess stole him away.

Over the horizon,



Carried off in Aurora’s rosy embrace
(Herself in the grip of Eros),

Even Tithonus

Couldn’t fend off Time’s groping hands,
And soon his hoary beard

Appalled Aurora.

Beyond the clouds, in their bedroom chamber
It nally dawned on her:

Her husband was human.




